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Skew-symmetric matrices in classical mechanics

O. Introduction and summary

The results in this paper belong to classical mechanics and can for instance be found in Goldstein

[ll, Pars [2], Rosenberg [3]. This paper is an attempt to illustrate the use of the exponential func

tion with skew-symmetric matrix argument in three-dimensional kinematics. The orthogonal

matrix in the transfonnation fonnula of the coordinates of a point relative to two cartesian coordi

nate systems, can be written as the product of three exponential functions with matrix argument.

The argument of these exponential functions is a fixed skew-symmetric matrix multiplied by an

Eulerian angle. Since the time derivatives of these exponential functions can easily be calculated,

they are pre-eminently appropriate for the description of the three-dimensional kinematics of sys

tems of particles. The components of the generalized force on a system of particles in the Lagran

gian fonnulation of the equations of motion, can also be calculated conveniently by use of the

exponential function with matrix argument.

The representation of the orthogonal matrix corresponding to a rotation as the product of three

exponentials is presented in Section 1. In Section 2 we briefly discuss the concept of generalized

coordinates and generalized velocities of a system of particles. The inertia tensor of rigid systems

of particles is treated in Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce the definitions of inertial coordinate

systems and inertial forces in connection with Newton's second law of motion. The Lagrangian

fonnulation of the equations of motion for discrete systems of particles is described in Section 5.

Finally, in Section 6 we derive by way of illustration Lagrange's equations of motion for rigid

systems of particles.

1. Rotations and skew-symmetric matrices

Choose a right-handed cartesian xyz-coordinate system in three-dimensional space. A rotation of

space such that the origin of the coordinate system is a fixed point, is specified by the components

4 = (dx ' ely, dz) of a unit vector along the axis of rotation and the angle of rotation OS q>S 1t. The

orientation of the rotation and the direction of the vector d correspond in the sense of the right

hand screw motion. Let D be the matrix representation of the rotation relative to the coordinate

system. The matrix D is orthogonal having detenninant one. Furthennore, the vector 4. is an
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eigenvector of D with eigenvalue one. The angle of rotation <I> can be calculated from

(1.1) <I> = arccos«trace(D) -1)/2) .

We shall prove

(1.2) D =exp(A) ,

where the skew-symmetric matrix A is given as

0 -dz dy

(1.3) A =<1> dz 0 -dx

-dy dx 0

The exponential function exp(A) in (1.2) with matrix-argument A is defined as

(1.4) exp(A) = L A "In! ,
n=O

where the convergence is elementwise.

The vector::! occurring in a formula, is always to be understood as a (3 x I)-column matrix.

We now prove (1.2). It is an easy calculation to verify, that

Let !! be a unit vector perpendicular to f!: From (1.5) we infer

A!! = <I>~ X!!) ,

(1.6)

A 3!! = A (A 2!!) = -<1>2A!! =-<1>3 (4 X!!) ,

Hence,

00

(1.7) exp(A)!! = LAn!!In! = !! cos(4» + (4 x !!) sine<1» •

n=O

Furthermore, from A4 = Qwe get

(1.8) exp(A) 4=4 .

The relations (1.7) and (1.8) imply D = exp(A), which proves (1.2).
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Now consider two right-handed cartesian coordinate systems C and C' in space. The coordinates

of a point with respect to the systems C and C' are denoted by:! and:!' respectively. We discuss

the transformation formula for the coordinates:! and:!' of a point relative to C and C'. Let f! be

the coordinates of the origin of the system C' with respect to the system C. Furthermore, consider

the rotation of the reference frame of C such that its orientation coincides with the orientation of

the reference frame of C'. Let f!. = (d~. dy • dz) be the components relative to C of the unit vector

along the axis of rotation, and let cI> be the angle of rotation. It follows from (1.2) that the coordi

nates x and x' of a point with respect to the coordinate systems C and C' respectively, satisfy the- -
transformation formula

(1.9) :! = f! + exp(A):!' ,

where the skew-symmetric matrix A is given in (1.3).

We now write the matrix exp(A) in (1.9) as the product of three exponentials involving the so

called Eulerian angles. For ease of calculation we introduce a third right-handed cartesian coordi

nate system C". The origins of the systems C' and C" coincide and the reference frames of the

systems C and C" have the same orientation in space. Let n be the line of intersection of the

x'y'-coordinate plane of C' and the x"y"-coordinate plane of C". The line n is referred to as the

line of nodes. Rotate the reference frame of C" through an angle cI> about the Z"-axis such that the

x"-axis is along the line of nodes. The rotated reference frame corresponds to the cartesian ~T\'

coordinate system. The coordinates :!" and ~ of a point with respect to C" and the ~T\'-system

respectively, satisfy the transformation formula (compare (1.9»

(1.10) :!" =exp(cI>A 3 ) ~ ,

where

0 -1 0

A 3 = 1 0 0

0 0 0

The ~-axis of the ~T\'-system is perpendicular to both the z'-axis of C' and the ,-axis of the ~T\'

system. Rotate the reference frame of the ~T\'-system through an angle e about the ~-axis such

that the C-axis coincides with the z'-axis of the system C'. The rotated reference frame

corresponds to the cartesian ~'T\'"-system. The coordinates ~ and ~' of a point with respect to the

~T\C-system and the ~'T\"'-system respectively, satisfy the transfonnation formula (compare (1.9»

(1.11)

where
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o 0 0

Al = 0 0 -1

o 1 0

The C'-axis of the ~'TlT-system and the z'-axis of C' coincide. Rotate the reference frame of the

~'TlT-system through an angle 'If about the ~'-axis such that it coincides with the reference frame

of the system C'. The coordinates ~' and !' of a point with respect to the ~'TlT-system and C'

respectively, satisfy the transformation formula (compare (1.9»

(1.12)

where the skew-symmetric matrix A 3 is given in (1.10). From (1.10, 11, 12) we conclude that the

coordinates! and !' of a point with respect to the coordinate systems C and C' respectively,

satisfy the transformation formula

(1.13) ! =f! +!" =f! + D!.' ,

where

D =exp(A) =exp«j)A3) exp(eA I ) exp('lfA 3) ,

0 0 0 0 -1 0

A I = 0 0 -1 and A 3 = 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

The angles <1>, e, 'If are referred to as the Eulerian angles describing the orientation of the reference

frame of C' relative to the reference frame of C.

Now suppose that the reference frames of C and C' are in relative motion, i.e. the coordinates f!

relative to C of the origin of C' and the Eulerian angles <1>, e, 'If are functions of the time t. Let P

be a particle having coordinates!. and!.' with respect to C and C' respectively. Hence, use (1.13),

(1.14)

Use (1.14) and the identity

(1.15)

to obtain the following expressions for the components xand x' of the velocity of particle P rela-- -
tive to C and C' respectively
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(1.16)

!'=D-l!_D-l~ + (D-1 )' D!' .

From (1.13) we infer

(1.17) DD-1 =~A3 +eexp(</>A3)A 1 exp(--<l>A3) +

+ 'If exp(</>A 3) exp(eA 1) A3 exp(-eA 1) exp(--<l>A 3) .

Evaluation of the exponential functions in (1.17) yields

0 -ro' ,
z w y

(1.18) DD-1 = 00' 0 -w'xz

-00' 00' 0y x

where

w'x =ecos(</» +WsinCe) sine</»~ ,

W'y =esine</»~ - Wsince) cos(</» ,

w'z =~ + Wcos(e) .

The matrix DD-1 is skew-symmetric. Use (1.5) and (1.16) to write

where

, (' , , )
~ = 00 x' 00 y' 00 z •

If follows from (1.13) that the transfonnation

</> ~ -'If ,

(1.20) e~ -e ,

'If~ --<l> ,

takes the matrix D into the matrix D-1• Application of the transfonnation (1.20) to (1.18) yields

•
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o -COz' COy'

(1.21)

-roy' rox' 0

where

· .
rox' = -<1> sinCe) sin('V) - e cos('V) ,

· .
roy' =-<1> sinCe) cos('V) + e sin('V) ,

· .
W z' =-<1> cos(e) - 'V .

Similarly as in (1.19) we write

(1.22) !'=D-1i-D-1f!+roxl,

where

For every y we have

(D-1ro') xy =D-1(ro' x Dy) = (use (1.18»
- -

=D-1DD-1Dy =D-1Dy = (use (1.15»
- -

=_(D-1)" Dy .

Hence, by use of (1.21),

(1.23) D-1ro' =-co .

Suppose that the particle P is at rest relative to C', i.e.

(1.24) i' =0 .

Let m be the mass of particle P. We calculate the kinetic energy T of the particle P relative to C.

By use of (1.14), (1.19), (1.23) and (1.24) we get

= @,f!) + 2@, ro' x Dl) + (ro' x Dl, ro' x D!') =

Hence,
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T = 1.- m(a, a) + m(a, 00' x Dx') + 1.- m(oo x x', 00 x x')
2 -- -_ - 2 - - - -

We abandon the hypothesis that the particle P is at rest relative to C' and investigate the com

ponents ! and !' of the acceleration of the particle P relative to C and C' respectively. From

(1.22) we obtain

(1.26)

Use (1.19), (1.13), (1.21) and (1.23) to write

(1.27)

Substitute (1.27) in (1.26) to get

(1.28)

where

!' = D-1! - D-1~ + ~ X!' - 00 x (00 X!') + 200 xi' ,

and OOx', OOy" OOz' as given in (1.21).

2. Generalized coordinates for a system of particles

We consider the motion of a system of n, n ~ 1, particles in three-dimensional space. Choose a

right-handed cartesian coordinate system. Let!i be the coordinates of particle i, i =1,2, ... , n.

If there are no constraints, i.e. restrictive conditions, which limit the possible motion of the parti

cles in the system, then we can specify the 3n coordinates of the particles independently at every

moment t. In this case we say that the system of particles has 3n degrees of freedom. In general,

however, there exist constraints which limit the possible motion of the particles in the system.

We say that the system of particles has m degrees of freedom, if there exist m independent para

meters q 1, q2, ... , qm such that the coordinates!i of particle i, i =1,2, ... ,n, can be calculated

given the values of the parameters q 1, q2, •.. , qm and the time t. We write

The parameters q 1, q2, ... ,qm are referred to as the generalized coordinates of the system of

particles with m degrees of freedom.

As a consequence of Newton's second law of motion the coordinates!i of particle i as functions

of the time t, satisfy a second order differential equation. Therefore, the generalized coordinates

q 1, q2, ... ,qm and the so called generalized velocities q 1, q2' ... ,qm and the time t constitute

the state variables of the system of particles, i.e. we can calculate the positions of the particles of
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the system for t > to given the values of the state variables at the moment to and the forces acting

on the panicles for t > to. Every quantity, say Q, related to the motion of the system of panicles

is a function of the state variables of the system. Hence, we write

The relation (2.2) should be kept in mind for a correct interpretation of panial derivatives. The

motion of the system of particles is specified by the generalized coordinates as functions of the

time t, say qj = qj(t), j = 1, 2, ... , m. Hence, by use of (2.2), the time derivative Q can be writ

ten as

(2.3)
• m dQ. m dQ.. dQ
Q= L -qj+ L -. qj+-

j=1 dqj j=1 dqj dt

3. The inertia tensor of a rigid system of particles

Consider a system of n, n ~ 1, panicles rotating about a fixed point 0 in three-dimensional space.

The system is rigid, Le. the distance of two particles is invariant. The position vector of panicle i
-+ -+

relative to 0 is denoted as Xi. Let ro be the angular velocity vector of the rotating rigid system, i.e.
-+

the velocity v i of panicle i relative to 0 can be written as

-+ -+ -+
(3.1) vi=roxXi.

-+
The angular momentum L of the rigid system relative to 0 can be put in the form

-+ II -+ -+ II -+-+-+
(3.2) L = L mi(xi x Vi)= L miXi x (ro x Xi) ,

i=1 i=1

where mj is the mass of panicle i. Use the identity

-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+ -+
(3.3) (a, b x(c x b»=(a x b, c x b) ,

to obtain the following expression for the kinetic energy T of the rigid system relative to 0

(3.4)

11 -+-+ -+ -+ -+-+
= -2

1 L miCro, Xi x (ro x Xi» =1.. (ro, L)
i=1 2

Let V be the three-dimensional linear space of vectors from the point O. It follows from (3.2) that

there exists a linear operator, say I, on V such that the angular momentum of the rigid system is

the image under I of the angular velocity vector of the rotating rigid system. Following (3.2) we

define
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~ n ~ ~ ~ ~

(3.5) IX=2tmjxjx(xXXj), XE V
i=1

The operator I on V is referred to as the inertia tensor of the rotating rigid system relative to the
~

point O. The angular momentum L and the kinetic energy T of the rigid system relative to 0 can

be written as

~ ~

L =lro ,

(3.6)
~ ~

T = t (ro, lro)

The bilinear form corresponding to the inertia tensor I in (3.5) takes on the form, use (3.3),

~~ n ~~ ~~ n ~~~~

(3.7) (x,IY)=2tmj(x,XjX(yXxi»=2tmi(XXXj,yxXj).
i=1 j=1

From (3.7) we conclude that the operator Ion V is symmetric and non-negativ. Furthermore, if

the point 0 and the particles of the system are not collinear, then we have

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

(3.8) x:;tO~(x,lx»O,xEV.

Since the operator I on V is symmetric, there exist three mutually perpendicular unit eigenvectors

of I. The axes of the cartesian reference frame with origin 0 and corresponding to these eigenvec

tors, are referred to as the principal axes of inertia relative to the point 0 of the rigid system of

particles. The corresponding non-negative eigenvalues of I are said to be the principal moments

of inertia relative to the point 0 of the rigid system of particles.

4. Inertial coordinate systems and inertial forces

Consider a particle of mass m moving in three-dimensional space relative to a right-handed carte

sian coordinate system C. The coordinates of the particle with respect to C are dented as !. The

components with respect to C of the force acting on the particle, are denoted as f... The coordinate

system C is said to be an inertial coordinate system, if Newton's second law of motion holds, i.e.

(4.1) F =mX .

Consider a second right-handed cartesian coordinate system C'. The coordinates of the origin of

C' with respect to C are denoted as ~. The orientation of the reference frame of C' relative to the

reference frame of C is described by the Eulerian angles <1>, e, '1', as introduced in Section 1. The

coordinates of the particle with respect to C' are denoted as!'. The components! and t of the

acceleration of the particle relative to C and C' respectively, satisfy the relation (see (1.28»
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(4.2) !' = D-1! - D-1!! + ~ x:!' - co x (co x:!') + 2co xi' ,- - -
where

o 0 0 o -1 0

Al = 0 0 -1 ,A 3 = 1 0 0

o 1 0 000

· .
COy' =-<I> sinCe) sine'!') - e cos('!') ,

· .
COy' =-<I> since) cos('!') + e sine'!') ,

· .
COz' =-<I> cos(e) - '!' .

Let f..' be the components relative to C' of the force having components E. relative to C. We have

(4.3) F' =D-1F .

Suppose that C is an inertial coordinate system. Using (4.1) we get

From (4.2) and (4.4) we conclude

(4.5) m!' =f..' - m D-1fl +m~ x:!' - m~ x (co x:!') +2m~ xi'

The differential equations (4.5) are the euqations of motion of the particle relative to the coordi

nate system C'. Hence, if we add to E.' the components relative to C' of the so called inertial

force

(4.6) -mD-1!! +m~ x:!' - mco x (co x:!') + 2m co xi',- --
then the coordinate system C' is an inertial coordinate system; compare (4.1).

s. Lagrange's equations of motion

Consider a system of n, n ~ 1, particles moving in three-dimensional space relative to an inertial

right-handed cartesian coordinate system C. The mass of particle i is mi and the coordinates of

particle i are denoted as !J. The system of particles has m degrees of freedom, i.e. there exists a

set of m independent generalized coordinates ql' q2, ... ,qm such that
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(5.1) b =;!j(ql, q2, ... , qm' t), i =1,2, ... , n ,

where t is the time; compare (2.1).

The components :t of the velocity of particle i relative to C can be written as

. m a!i. aXi
!i =L - qj + -=- .

j=l aqj at
Hence,

(5.3)
ax· ax·
~ 'ZJ. 12-=-,Z= , ,"',n

aqj aqj

From (5.2) and (5.3) we conclude

and j=1,2, "',m .

and

Hence,

(5.4)
d ax· ax·

-' 'ZJ. 12---=-,Z= , ,"',n
dt aqj aqj

and j = 1, 2, ... , m .

(5.6)

The components of the force acting on particle i are denoted as E.i' Since C is an inertial coordi

nate system, we may conclude from Newton's second law of motion

(5.5) mi!J =!:..i , i = 1, 2, ... , n .

Fix the time t and consider an infinitesimal change dql' dq2, ... , dqm of the generalized coordi

nates. The corresponding infinitesimal displacement

m a!i
~!i= L -dqj

j=l aqj

is said to be the virtual displacement of particle i. The virtual displacements at time t are in accor

dance with the constraints at time t. From (5.5) we obtain

(5.7) (mi!i-!:..i,%)=O,i=1,2,·",n.

It follows from (5.7), that components of the force acting on particle i, which are perpendicular to

the virtual displacement of particle i, can be omitted in (5.7). The so called forces of constraint,

Le. the forces on the particles due to the constraints, are often perpendicular to the virtual dis

placement. Substitution of (5.6) in (5.7) yields

..
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m ax·
(5.8) IJmi& -f.i' a::::'«.) dqj =0, i =1,2, ... , n

j=1 qJ

The infinitesimal changes dq 1, dq2, ... , dqm are independent, and therefore we infer from (5.8)

ax· ax·
(5.9) mi(xi, a-I)=(Fi , a::::'«),i=I,2'''',n andj=I,2,· .. ,m.

- qj - qj

We look at the left-hand tenn in (5.9).

.. ab d f:'-, ab . d ab)(t, -)= -~, -)-C!i, - -- .
aqj dt aqj dt aqj

Use (5.3) and (5.4) to write

ax· d ax· ax·C!i, ~) =- (:t, ~) - (1, -=:.) =
aqj dt aqj aqj

1 daTi 1 aTi
= mi dt aqj - mi aqj ,

where Ti = t mi(1,!i) is the kinetic energy relative to C of particle i. Hence, use (5.9),

(5.10)
d aT aT ax·

- __I __I = (F ---=::-) i = 1 2 ... n and J' = 1 2 ... m
dt aqj aqj _I' aqj' ", ",

(5.11)

(5.13)

Summation in (5.10) over the particles in the system yields

d aT aT n ax·
- --. - - = 'L (f.i, ~), j =1,2, ... , m ,
dt aqj aqj i=1 aqj

n

where T = 'L Ti is the kinetic energy relative to C of the system of particles. The components
i=1

Qj, j = 1,2, ... , m, of the generalized force on the system of particles, are defined as

n ax·
(5.12) Qj='L(f.i, a-),j=I,2"",m

;=1 qJ

The differential equations (5.11) can be put in the fonn

d aT aT .
-d -. - -a =Qj , J =1,2, ... , m ,

t aqj qj

and are referred to as Lagrange's equations of motion of the system of particles.
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6. The equations of motion of rigid systems

Consider a rigid system of n, n ~ 1, particles moving in three-dimensional space relative to an

inertial right-handed cartesian coordinate system C. We refer to C as the spatial coordinate sys

tem. Furthermore, we consider a right-handed cartesian coordinate system C' which is fixed rela

tive to the rigid system of particles. We refer to C' as the body fixed coordinate system. The

center of mass of the particles is the origin of the body fixed coordinate system C'. The coordi

nates of the center of mass with respect to the spatial coordinate system C are denoted as

f! = (ax, ay, az). The principal axes of inertia of the rigid system relative to its center of mass are

the coordinate axes of the body fixed coordinate system C'. The orientation of the reference

frame of C' relative to the reference frame of C is described by the Eulerian angles ell, e, 'If as

introduced in Section 1. The geometrical configuration of the rigid system is specified by the

coordinates !i' of particle i relative to the body fixed coordinate system C'. Since the center of

mass of the particles is the origin of the body fixed system C', we have

n
(6.1) Lmi!i'=Q,

;=1

where mi is the mass of particle i. By use of (1.13), the coordinates !i of particle i relative to the

spatial system C can be written as

(6.2) !i =f! +D!i' ,

where

D = exp(ellA 3) exp(eA 1) exp(\jfA 3) ,

0 0 0 0 -1 0

A 1 = 0 0 -1 ,A 3 = 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

From (6.2) we conclude that the coordinates f! =(ax' tly, az) of the center of mass of the particles

relative to the spatial system C and the Eulerian angles ell, e, 'If constitute a set of six generalized

coordinates for the rigid system of particles. Using (1.25) and (6.1) we write for the kinetic
energy T of the rigid system of particles

(6.3)

where

n
T - 1 ('") 1 ~ ( , ,- "2 m f!, f! + - .LJ mi 0) X!i ' 0) X!i) ,

2 i=l - -

n

m =L mi ,
i=l
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· .
O>x' = -4> sineS) sin('V) - S cos('V) ,

· .
O>y' = -4> sineS) cos('V) + S sin('V) ,

· .
O>z' = -4> cos(S) - 'V .

The coordinate axes of the body fixed system C' are the principal axes of inertia of the rigid sys

tem relative to its center of mass. Hence, the matrix representation I of the inertia tensor of the

rigid system with respect to C' takes on the form

1= 0 I y' 0

where Ix', Iy" Iz' are the principal moments of inertia of the rigid system relative to its center of

mass. Use (6.3) and (3.7) to write

m . 2 .2 . 2) 1 (I 2 2 I 2 )(6.4) T = 2 (ax + ay + az +"'2 x'O>x' + Iy'O>y' + z'O>z'

We now calculate the components

of the generalized force on the rigid system corresponding to the generalized coordinates

ax, lly. az• <1>. e, '1'. Introduce the following notations

f..x = (1, 0, 0), b = (0, 1, 0), ~ =(0. 0, 1) •

(6.5) §.,z = (cos(<I», sin(<I». 0) ,

53' =(sin(<I» sinCe). -eos(<I» sineS), cos(S»

Hence, the vectors~,b. ~ are the spatial components of the unit vectors along the coordinate

axes of the spatial system C. The vector §.,z represents the spatial components of a unit vector in

the direction of the line of nodes, and the vector ~' contains the spatial components of the unit

vector in the direction of the z'-axis of the body fixed coordinate system C'.

From (6.2) we infer
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(6.6)

Evaluation of the exponential functions in (6.6) and application of (l.5) yields

d:!; d:!; d:!;
dQ

A
=!lp dCly = fb· dQ

z
=~ •

(6.7)

dX';:;;
-=e"xfx'-Q) .d'l' ...Joo 'C.l -

Let Ei be the components relative to the spatial system C of the force on particle i, then

(6.8)
n

F= ~ P._ ~_l

i=l

are the components relative to the spatial system C of the force on the rigid system. Furthermore,

n
(6.9) M =L (:!; - ~) X Ei

i=l

are the components relative to the spatial system C of the torque on the rigid system with respect

to its center of mass.

From (5.12) and (6.7) we conclude
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n n

(6.10) Q~ = 'L(E.i, !b X (~; - ~)) = 'L «(~i -~) X E.i,!b) =(M,!b) ,
;=1 i=1

Qe=(M'!:.n)' Q,¥=(M,y) .

The Lagrangian equations of motion for a rigid system of particles follow from (5.13), (6.3), (6.4)

and (6.10).
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